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Abstract

software reliability growth models are often characterized
by a number of assumptions [9] which are necessary to develop a mathematical model. These assumptions are often
violated in real-world situations (see e.g. [26]), therefore,
causing problems in the long-term applicability and validity
of these models. Even if the dynamics of the testing process
are well known, there is no guarantee that the model whose
assumptions appear to best suit these dynamics will be most
appropriate [20].
Under this scenario, what becomes significantly interesting is to have modeling mechanisms that can exclude the
pre-suppositions about the model and are based entirely on
the fault data. In this respect, genetic programming (GP)
could be used as an effective tool because, being a nonparametric method, GP does not conceive a particular structure for the resulting model and GP also does not take any
assumptions about the distribution of the data.
In an earlier study, we investigated the suitability of
using GP for building software reliability growth models [2]. In this paper, we present the results of comparison between models evolved using GP and three other traditional SRGMs based on weekly fault count data of three
projects carried out by a large telecommunication company.
We compare the models using measures of model validity, goodness of fit and residual analysis. The comparative results indicates that in terms of model validity, two
out of three measures favored GP evolved models. The GP
evolved model also represented comparatively better goodness of fit, while residual analysis showed that the predictions from the GP evolved model are comparatively less biased.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes related work. Section 3 presents a brief introduction to genetic programming. In Section 4 we detail
our research method along with a discussion of evaluation
measures used. Sections 5 and 6 are comprised of experimental setup and results respectively. Validity evaluation
is given in Section 7 while the discussion and future work
appears in Section 8.

There have been a number of software reliability growth
models (SRGMs) proposed in literature. Due to several reasons, such as violation of models’ assumptions and complexity of models, the practitioners face difficulties in knowing which models to apply in practice. This paper presents
a comparative evaluation of traditional models and use of
genetic programming (GP) for modeling software reliability
growth based on weekly fault count data of three different
industrial projects. The motivation of using a GP approach
is its ability to evolve a model based entirely on prior data
without the need of making underlying assumptions. The
results show the strengths of using GP for predicting fault
count data.

1. Introduction
A key element of software quality is software reliability,
defined as the ability of a system or component to perform
its required functions under stated conditions for a specific
period of time [13]. If the software frequently fails to perform according to user-specified behavior, other software
quality factors matter less [19].
Software reliability growth modeling helps in deciding
project release time and managing project resources. After
the first software reliability growth model was proposed by
Jelinski and Moranda in 1972 [14], there have been numerous reliability growth models following it. The existence of
a large number of models requires a user to select and apply an appropriate model. For practitioners, this may be an
unmanageable selection problem and there is a risk that the
selected model is unsuitable to the particulars of the project
in question. Some models are complex with many parameters. Without extensive mathematical background, practitioners cannot determine when it is applicable and when the
model diverges from reality. Moreover, these parametric
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Related work

are the candidate solutions to the problem. GP is a systematic, domain-independent method for getting computers
to solve problems automatically starting from a high-level
statement of what needs to be done [23]. Programs are expressed in GP as syntax trees, with the nodes indicating the
instructions to execute and are called functions (e.g. min,
∗, +, /), while the tree leaves are called terminals which
may consist of independent variables of the problem and
random constants (e.g. x, y, 3). The fitness evaluation of
a particular individual is determined by the correctness of
the logical output produced for all of the fitness cases [3].
The control parameters limit and control how the search is
performed like setting the population size and probabilities
of performing the genetic operations. The termination criterion specifies the ending condition for the GP run and typically includes a maximum number of generations [7]. GP
iteratively transforms a population of computer programs
into a new generation of programs using various genetic operators. Typical operators include crossover, mutation and
reproduction.

Studies reporting the use of GP for software reliability
modeling are few and recent. Costa et al. [8] presented the
results of two experiments exploring GP models based on
time and test coverage. The authors compared the results
with other traditional and non-parametric artificial neural
network (ANN) models. The results from the first experiment, which explored GP models based on time-betweenfailure (TBF) data, showed that GP adjusts better to the reliability growth curve. The results from the second experiment, which was based on test coverage data, showed that
all metrics were always better for GP and ANN models. The
authors later extended GP with boosting techniques for reliability growth modeling [21] and reported improved results.
A similar study by Zhang and Chen [28] used GP to establish a software reliability model based on mean time between failures (MTBF) time series. The results of the study
also confirmed that in comparison with the ANN model and
traditional models, the model evolved by GP had higher prediction precision and better applicability.
There are several ways in which the present work differs from the aforementioned studies. Firstly, none of the
previous studies used data sets consisting of weekly fault
count data. In this study, our aim is to use the weekly fault
count data as a means to evolve the reliability growth model
using GP and perform comparisons with traditional reliability growth models. Secondly, we have avoided performing
any pre-processing of data to avoid chances of incorporating bias. Thirdly, we remain consistent with using first 2/3
of the data to build the model and use the rest 1/3 of the data
for model evaluation for all of our data sets. Lastly, in an attempt to provide a fair evaluation, we also remain consistent
with using the same set of evaluation measures to compare
GP evolved models with traditional models for all the data
sets.

3

4

Research method

In this section we outline the research method used in
the paper. We describe the data sets used, selection of traditional SRGMs for comparison, the formulated hypotheses
and a description of the evaluation measures.

4.1

Fault count data sets

The data sets used in this study are based on the weekly
fault count data collected during the testing of three largescale software projects at a large telecom company. The
motivation for selecting the fault count data from an industrial context is to be representative of real-world problem domain. The projects are targeted towards releases of
three mature systems that have been on the market for several years. These projects followed an iterative development
process. In this scenario, it becomes important for project
managers to estimate the current reliability and to predict
the reliability ahead of time, so as to measure the quality
impact with continuous addition of new functionality and
fixes of previously discovered faults. Appendix A shows
the fault count data sets used in the study, but due to the proprietary nature of data, the number of faults are multiplied
by a constant factor and are given for illustrative purposes
only. Nevertheless, we believe that making the data sets
available allows the research community to replicate results
and to perform additional studies. The results of the evaluation measurements in the rest of the paper are, however,
based on original data sets.

Background to genetic programming

The evolution of software reliability growth models using GP is an example of a symbolic regression problem.
Symbolic regression is an error-driven evolution as it aims
to find a function, in symbolic form, that fits (or approximately fits) data from an unknown curve [16]. In simpler
terms, symbolic regression finds a function whose output
matches some target values. GP is well-suited for symbolic
regression problems as it does not make any assumptions
about the structure of the function.
GP is an evolutionary computation technique (first results reported by Smith [24] in 1980) and is an extension of
genetic algorithms. As compared with genetic algorithms,
the population structures (individuals) in GP are not fixed
length character strings, but programs that, when executed,
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The fault count data from the three projects is divided
into two portions. The first portion comprises of first 2/3
data from each data set and is used for calibrating the software reliability model under consideration. The second portion comprises of later 1/3 data from each data set and
is used for comparing the predictions from each individual model according to the five different statistics (Subsection 4.4). This implies that we are able to make predictions
on several weeks constituting 1/3 of the data.

4.2

In order to test the above hypotheses, we use different
evaluation measures as detailed in the next section.

4.4

It is usually recommended to use more than one measure to determine model applicability, as in [20], because
reliance on a single measure can lead to making incorrect choices. We used measures of model validity, model
goodness of fit and distribution of residuals to compare GP
evolved model with traditional reliability growth models.
Model validity is measured in terms of prequential likelihood ratio (PLR), the Braun statistic and the adjusted mean
square error (AMSE). The PLR of two prediction systems,
A and B, is the running product of ratio of their successive on-step ahead predictions fˆjA (tj ) and fˆjB (tj ) respectively [4]:

Selection of traditional SRGMs

Since we are interested in comparing predictions of
weekly fault count data, therefore we selected three traditional SRGMs that represent the fault count family of
models [9]. These three models are Goel-Okumoto nonhomogeneous poisson process model (GO-NHPP) [10],
Brooks and Motley’s poisson model (BM) [5] and Yamada’s
S-Shaped growth model (YAM) [27]. We selected them
because these models present a fair representation of fault
count family of models and represents different forms of
growth curves. In particular, GO-NHPP and BM are concave (or exponential) while YAM is S-shaped. Also we
had limitations in terms of information requirements of
certain models, so they were not selected for comparison,
like Shooman exponential model’s hazard function requires
knowing the parameters of total number of instructions in
the program and debugging time since the start of system
integration [9].

4.3

Evaluation measures

P LRiAB =

j=i ˆA
Y
fj (tj )
fˆB (tj )

j=s

j

In our case, we select the actual time distribution of
weekly fault count data as a reference and conduct pairwise comparisons of all other models’ predictions against
it. Then the model with the relatively smallest prequential
likelihood ratio can be expected to provide the most trust
worthy predictions. For further details on PLR, see [1, 4].
We complement the measure of prequential likelihood ratio
with two measures of variability, namely the Braun statistic and AMSE. The Braun statistic can be used to measure
the accuracy of fault count predictions and is give by the
following formula [4]:

Hypothesis

In order to formalize the purpose of this experiment, we
define the following hypotheses:
H0−val : The predictions of the GP evolved model are
not significantly more valid as compared with traditional
models.
H1−val : The predictions of the GP evolved model are
significantly more valid as compared with traditional models.
H0−gof : The GP evolved model does not give significantly higher goodness of fit as compared with traditional
models.
H1−gof : The GP evolved model gives significantly
higher goodness of fit as compared with traditional models.
H0−res : There is no significant difference between the
residuals of the GP evolved model as compared with traditional models.
H1−res : There is a significant difference between the
residuals of the GP evolved model as compared with traditional models.

r
X

Braun statistic{Ê[Nk ]; k = s, . . . , r} =

(nk − Ê[Nk ])2 xk

k=s
r
X

(nk − n̄)2 xk

k=s

Where nk is the actual fault count within successive time
intervals, xk , k = s, . . . , r. Ê[Nk ] represents the predicted
fault count data and n̄ represents the mean of the actual fault
count data. AMSE is a simple measure based on the mean
square error which takes into account the mean of the data
sets and is given by the following formula [6]:
AM SE =

i=n
X
(Ei − Êi )2
¯ 2
i=1 (Ēi ) ∗ Êi )

Where Ei is the actual fault count data and Êi is the
predicted fault count data.
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To measure a particular model’s bias, we examine the
distribution of residuals to compare models as suggested
in [15, 22]. The model’s goodness of fit in our case was
measured using Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test [12]. For
K-S test, we used the significance level, α = 0.05 and if the
K-S statistic J is greater or equal than the critical value Jα ,
the null hypothesis of two samples having the same probability distribution is rejected in favor of the alternate hypothesis.

4

YAM:Actual
GO-NHPP:Actual
BM:Actual
GP:Actual

3

log(PLR)

2

5

Experimental setup

1

In this study we used MATLAB version 7.0 [18] and
GPLAB version 3.0 [11] (a GP toolbox for MATLAB).
GPLAB allows for different choices of tuning control parameters. Initially we experimented with a minimal set of
functions by keeping the terminal set containing the independent variable only. We incrementally increased the function set with additional functions and later on also complemented the terminal set with a random constant. For each
data set, the best model having the best fitness was chosen
from all the runs of the GP system with different variations
of function and terminal sets. The function set for project 1
and project 3 data sets were the same, while a slightly different function set for project 2 gave the best fitness. The GP
programs were evaluated according to the sum of absolute
differences between
and expected results in all
Pn the obtained
0
fitness cases, i=1 | ei − ei |, where ei is the actual fault
0
count data, ei is the estimated value of the fault count data
and n is the size of the data set used to train the GP models.
The control parameters that were chosen for the GP system
are shown in Table 1.
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(a) Log(PLR) plots for Project 1.
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(b) Log(PLR) plots for Project 2.
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Results

YAM:Actual
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GP:Actual

3

Figure 1 shows the PLR analysis for the three data sets.
The log(PLR) of actual time distribution of weekly fault
count data is chosen as the the reference; and it is indicated
as a straight line in the plots of Figure 1. It can be seen
that the curve for the PLR of the GP model with the actual
fault count data (GP:Actual) is closer to the straight line as
compared with the same curves for the traditional models;
confirming that GP predictions are better approaching reality as compared with traditional reliability growth models.
The variability measures of Braun statistic and AMSE
obtained for each data set of all models were compared using matched paired two-sided t-test at significance level, α
= 0.1. We compared the variability measures of the GP
model with each of the traditional models. The null hypothesis was formulated as that there was no difference between
the variability statistics of GP and that of the particular traditional model under comparison. The alternate hypothesis
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(c) Log(PLR) plots for Project 3.

Figure 1. Log(PLR) plots for three projects.
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Table 1. GP control parameters.
Control Parameter
Value
Population size
30
Number of generations
200
Termination condition
200 generations
Function set (for project 1 {+, −, ∗, sin, cos, log}
& 3)
Function set (for project 2) {+, −, ∗, /,
sin, cos, log}
Terminal set
{x}
Tree initialization
ramped half-and-half
Initial maximum number 28
of nodes
Maximum number of 512
nodes after genetic operations
Genetic operators
crossover, mutation,
reproduction
Selection method
lexictour
Elitism
replace

Table 3. Results of applying K-S test.
JGP JBM JY AM JGO−N HP P
Proj. 1, Jα =0.70 0.40 0.70 1.00 0.8
Proj. 2, Jα =0.64 0.27 0.73 0.82 0.54
Proj. 3, Jα =0.70 0.10 0.30 0.70 0.20
while optimizes the Braun statistic, degrades AMSE. This
result strengthens the viewpoint of Mair et al. [17] that using
a fitness function for GP that is not specifically tied to a
single measure but takes into account multiple objectives
may give overall better results for the GP model. Based
on the results of applying PLR and Braun statistic, we are
able to reject the null hypothesis, H0−val in support of the
alternative hypothesis, H1−val . On the other hand, using
AMSE, we are not able to demonstrate the rejection of the
null hypothesis, H0−val .
Table 3 shows the statistic J for the two sample K-S test
performed on the validation fault count data (1/3 of the
original data set) and the predictions by the GP and traditional reliability growth models. For project 1, we see that
JGP < Jα , suggesting that the predicted fault count data,
as provided by the GP model, fits quite well to the set of
observations. On the other hand, the J statistic for all other
traditional models are either equal to or greater than Jα . For
project 2, the GP model along with GO-NHPP model have
K-S statistic J less than Jα ; and for project 3, GP model
along with BM and GO-NHPP provide K-S statistic J less
than Jα . While we see the traditional models giving statistically significant goodness of fit for project 2 and 3 on three
occasions, neither of them gave statistics that were lower
than the corresponding K-S statistic for the GP model. We
can, thus reject the null hypothesis, H0−gof in favor of the
alternative, H1−gof .
Figure 2 shows the box plots of the residuals for all the
models for the three projects. For project 1 (Figure 2(a)),
all the box plots show the tendency of under-estimating;
with the length of the box and tails of the GP model and
BM model being smaller, indicating that the prediction bias
is not severe. The tendency of the GP model incase of
project 2 (Figure 2(b)) is to over-estimate but the bias is
smaller as compared to other models. In case of project 3
(Figure 2(c)), all box plots represent a tendency to underestimate while the GP model presents relatively less bias
with residuals both above and below 0.
Since the box plots in Figure 2 are not significantly
skewed, we applied matched paired t-tests of the residuals
for each data set to compare the GP model with each of the
traditional models. The results are presented in Table 4 and
show that the residuals from the GP model are significantly
different and less variable from the residuals for traditional
models for each data set at α=0.05. Therefore, we are able
to reject the null hypothesis, H0−res in support of the alter-

Table 2. Statistical results for Braun statistic
and AMSE.
Comparative
t-statistic
models
Braun statistic, tα =±2.42
GP:BM
−3.97
GP:YAM
−4.80
GP:GO-NHPP
−1.64
AMSE statistic, tα =±2.42
GP:BM
−1.23
GP:YAM
−1.39
GP:GO-NHPP
−1.03

to test was then that there existed such a difference. Using normal quantile plot of the samples’ variability differences to assess any radical departures from normal distribution showed that they had approximately normal distribution. The results of applying the matched paired two sided
t-test are shown in Table 2.
The critical values of t for α=0.1 and degrees of freedom
n − 1 is tα = ±2.92. If the calculated t-statistic lied in the
critical region, we were able to reject the null hypothesis of
no difference between the samples.
We can observe from Table 2 that there is a statistical
difference between GP and two of the traditional models
(BM and YAM) for the Braun statistic. However, for the
AMSE statistic, there is no statistical difference between
GP and traditional models. This shows that the GP model,
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Table 4. t-test results for residuals.
tGP :BM tGP :Y AM tGP :GO−N HP P
Proj. 1, tα =±2.42 −32.18 −6.42
−6.59
Proj. 2, tα =±2.23 −7.76 −7.11
−7.53
Proj. 3, tα =±2.26 −23.43 −7.92
−4.56

40
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Residual values

native hypothesis, H1−res .
20

7

10

Conclusion validity refers to the statistically significant
relationship between the treatment and the outcome [25].
One of the threats to conclusion validity is that we might
have missed applying a more suitable evaluation measure.
However, to the authors’ knowledge, the evaluation measures used in the study reflect the ones commonly used
for evaluating prediction models. External validity is concerned with generalization of results outside the scope of
the study [25]. The experiment is conducted on three different data sets taken from an industrial setting. However,
these projects are carried out by one organization following similar development methods. We acknowledge that the
generalizability of the research can be improved by experimenting with data sets taken from diverse projects employing different development methodologies. Also the significance of results can further be improved using larger data
sets, thus giving an opportunity to evaluate the GP evolved
models on greater number of data items.
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(a) Box plots of residuals for Project 1.
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(b) Box plots of residuals for Project 2.
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Discussion and future work

Residual values

30

In this paper, we compared the predictions of fault count
data from models evolved using GP with three other traditional fault count software reliability growth models. The
evaluation results show that prediction of fault count data
using genetic programming is a promising approach.
We observed a considerable variation in the values of
Braun statistic and AMSE for the GP model in three data
sets; which can be attributed to the sensitivity of GP algorithm to changes in the training set. GP, being an adaptive
algorithm, is able to discover pattern from a set of heterogeneous fitness cases.
In our case, we had one independent and one dependent
variable. Hence, the GP algorithm generated good models efficiently within the termination criterion of 200 generations. However, it is common that efficiency and effectiveness of GP drops if the data tables contain hundreds of
variables as the GP algorithm then can take a considerable
amount of time in isolating the key features [23].
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(c) Box plots of residuals for Project 3.

Figure 2. Charts showing box plots of residuals for three projects.
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While measures of goodness of fit and predictive accuracy are important, we agree with Mair et al. [17] that these
measures are not enough for a practical utility of a prediction system. The explanatory value (transparency of solution) and ease of configuration are also important aspects
that require discussion. Since the output of a GP system
is an algebraic expression, it has the potential of generating transparent solutions; however the solutions can become complex as the number of nodes in the GP solution
increases. There is a trade-off in having more accurate predictions and less simplicity of the algebraic expressions but
we believe that this tradeoff is manageable as achieving accurate models within acceptable thresholds is possible. In
this respect, we also intend to evaluate GP evolved models
against simpler regression models to compare predictions.
In terms of ease of configuration of GP algorithm, different facets need to be determined, e.g. evaluation function,
genetic operators and probabilities, population size and termination criterion to name a few. The parameter tuning
problem is time consuming because the control parameters
are not independent but interact in complex ways and trying all possible combinations of parameters is practically
infeasible [23]. One possible way to reduce the effort is using adaptive parameter control during genetic programming
run. Our future work intends to explore this possibility further.
An interesting area of future work is to compare the relative short-term and long-term predictive strength of the GP
evolved model with traditional reliability growth models for
different lengths of training data. Another possible dimension to explore is using a model that combines the results of
GP evolved model and traditional SRGMs.
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Project 1
Week Fault
Count
1
9
2
9
3
24
4
24
5
27
6
27
7
39
8
45
9
54
10
54
11
54
12
57
13
57
14
57
15
57
16
66
17
66
18
69
19
75
20
81
21
90
22
99
23
102
24
105
25
108
26
120
27
120
28
123

Data sets used in the study

Project 2
Week Fault
Count
1
15
2
18
3
24
4
30
5
39
6
60
7
69
8
72
9
87
10
126
11
129
12
132
13
144
14
147
15
156
16
162
17
171
18
171
19
174
20
180
21
186
22
192
23
207
24
210
25
222
26
234
27
237
28
249
29
255
30
279
31
306
32
327
33
330

414
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Project 3
Week Fault
Count
1
3
2
12
3
18
4
30
5
60
6
93
7
138
8
186
9
210
10
240
11
258
12
279
13
297
14
312
15
348
16
357
17
372
18
399
19
414
20
429
21
459
22
486
23
519
24
540
25
552
26
570
27
588
28
612
29
624
30
630

